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The phenomenon of “human flesh search” which appears in the internet in 
recent years has triggered hot debates among many people. Indeed, “human 
flesh search” plays an important role in public monitory for our society , on the 
other hand, it often links to violations of privacy and other personality rights, 
which makes this problem more puzzling. The final judgment of JiangYan case 
in China, the first case referring to “human flesh search”, had pushed debates to 
a climax, which had also raised another issue about tort liability for “human 
flesh search”. Since the conflicts between freedom of speech and protection of 
personality rights, lack of legislation and even the features of network itself 
lead to the discussion on the application of liability principle and tort liability. 
In order to achieve the consistent standard and the perfection of legislation, this 
thesis has an overall analysis on related subjects’ tort liability involved in 
“human flesh search” , which also makes the identification of related subjects’ 
liability more accurate and reasonable.  
This thesis is composed of four chapters except for the introduction and 
conclusion. 
Chapter I: The introduction of “human flesh search” tort. Firstly, this 
chapter introduces the first case of “human flesh search” tort and its final 
judgment, and then follows the concept of “human flesh search”. Secondly, it 
analyzes the types of “human flesh search” tort, which includes the 
infringement of privacy right, reputation right and image right. Finally, it 
describes the related subjects of “human flesh search” as internet users, ICP and 
ISP. 
Chapter II: An analysis on tort liability of internet users. Firstly, this 
chapter analyzes conflicts between internet users’ freedom of speech and 
protection of personality rights. Secondly, it identifies internet users’ tort 















Chapter III: An analysis on tort liability of ICP and ISP. Firstly, this 
chapter gives reasons that ICP and ISP apply for the principle of fault liability. 
Secondly, it analyzes the liability of ISP who engages in BBS forum service.
Chapter IV: The legislation of related subjects involved in “human flesh 
search” in China and its perfection. Firstly, the author gives her opinion for 
Tort Law and proposes three points needed to be perfected. Secondly, the 
author describes the discussion on the regulation of Criminal law and local 
legislation. Finally, this chapter proposes the legislation of internet privacy 
right and the implement of real –name system. 
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2007 年 12 月 29 日晚，女白领姜岩因不能承受丈夫王菲对婚姻不忠，
从自己居住楼房的 24 层跳楼自杀身亡。 姜岩的大学同学张乐奕在得知姜
岩死亡后注册了“北飞的候鸟”网站，将王菲与案外女性东某的合影照片
曝光，并将王菲与姜岩的住所地址、王菲的工作单位名称及地址进行了披
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